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Executive Summary

This study has involved a strategic analysis of the
Western Australian ware potato value chain with the
view to identifying reforms that could be made to
improve its effectiveness and efficiency within the
regulated system.

The project has included an extensive program of
stakeholder engagement including focus groups in the
major growing areas and personal interviews. It has
also included a small program of consumer qualitative
research.

In order to provide a reference point of best practice in
ware potato supply chains, a study tour was conducted
of the South Australian industry.

The strategic analysis has concluded that the central
issue is the integrity of the wash / packer link in the
value chain. It is at this point in the supply chain that
the pack-out process is carried out. The pack-out
provides the basis for paying the grower and the
merchant (as distributor) who purchases the potatoes
from the Potato Marketing Corporation. The existing
compliance system has serious shortcomings in terms of
ensuring confidence in the accuracy and integrity of the
pack-out.

Although there is insufficient data to quantify the
magnitude, there is anecdotal evidence of leakage of
contract and export potatoes into the ware system,
which is undermining pack-out rates for individual
growers and pool returns to all growers.

Grower returns are also being undermined by their own
quality issues as evidenced by the poor and declining
pack-out rates. By comparison, the pack-out rates in
South Australia have improved significantly over the
past decade. The South Australian industry attributes
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these gains to their focus on improving seed quality,
speed through the supply chain and investment in
agronomy capabilities.

The report also highlights inefficiencies in the structure
of the pooling system and the allocation of varieties
across DME. The current system with seven pools
unnecessarily complicates the administration and also
leads to inefficiencies in the supply chain.

On a similar note, the current 70% /15% /10% / 5% rule
relating to variety mix is resulting in inefficiencies by
forcing growers to produce varieties that do not perform
well on their property or in their season and in small
uneconomic volumes.

Another theme running through the report is that the
current value chain is supply driven whereas the
fundamental principle of a value chain is that it is
demand driven, starting with the consumer and market
needs and working backwards. Important in a
consumer driven supply chain is the critical function of
the category manager whereby there is a systematic
approach to delivering what the market wants (volumes,
varieties, quality, form, pack type), when it wants it.
This critical function of category manager does not exist
in the WA ware potato value chain.

The report questions the 2004 recommendations by the
IAG to remove the marketing functions outside of the
PMC jurisdiction. Marketing is a critical component of
demand management and should be integrated into the
regulated system.

The report concludes that the current value chain is
oriented towards supplying washed white potatoes
through the supermarket channels. This has been at the
expense of the other channels such as specialty retailers,
gourmet food stores, farmers markets and food service
providers. The needs of these emerging channels are not
being adequately addressed by the current system.
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The report suggests that including value-added (fresh-
cut) potatoes (known in the WA industry as 'contract
potatoes') into DME would not only avoid alleged
leakage of contract potatoes into DME, but also facilitate
category development for the food service channel and
provide an outlet for blemished, but otherwise good
quality product.

In response to these identified shortcomings in the
current value chain, the report recommends to the
project committee that it consider 19 reforms that are
summarised below:

Reform 1: Introduction of a voluntary product
integrity system

Reform 2: The issue of special category of 'wash/
packer' licences

Reform 3: The introduction of a demand
management process

Reform 4: Restructuring pools

Reform 5: Reform of DME allocation

Reform 6: Redrafting of the grading standards

Reform 7: Introducing contract (i.e. potatoes for
value-adding) into the pool

Reform 8: Improvement with compliance reporting
requirements of wash/packers

Reform 9: Tightening of on-farm standards

Reform 10: Expansion benchmarking scheme

Reform 11:

Reform 12:

Tighter management of growers with
consistently poor pack-outs

Introduction of minimal seed quality
standards
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Reform 13: Continuous improvement initiative

Reform 14: Accreditation of ware potato
transportation companies

Reform 15: Introduction of new class of merchant
licence

Reform 16: Restructuring the marketing function

Reform 17: Cooperative brand marketing program

Reform 18: Increasing the marketing levy to 4% of
wholesale value

Reform 19: Restructuring the Board
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Introduction

This report presents an independent strategic analysis of
the Western Australian ware potato value chain. It was
preceded by the 'Stakeholder Research Report', which
provided detail on various stakeholder viewpoints
across the industry.

The focus of the strategic analysis is on improving the
performance of the value chain within a regulated
system. In particular, the strategic analysis aims to
identify opportunities to restructure the value chain
such that it better responds to consumer needs, further
develops the category and makes the system generally
more market responsive, efficient and effective.

The report makes no attempt to review the performance
of the Potato Marketing Corporation (PMC) per se or the
regulations, but rather assess the supply chain that it
manages.

The report makes 19 recommendations to the Potato
Marketing Corporation's Board.
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Terms of Reference

The following outlines the brief provided to the
consultant by the PMC. It is repeated here by way of
reference.

Project Summary:

"Conduct a strategic analysis of the Western Australian
Ware Potato Industry and to provide recommendations that
will position the industry to meet future needs and
challenges".

Terms of Reference:

1. Purpose

The purpose of the strategic analysis is to provide actionable
and timely recommendations that enable the Corporation, in
its regulatory role, to meet the future needs of consumers in
Western Australia, ware potato industry stakeholders and the

Government.

The project will take into account the cumulative changes and
reforms of the recent past, current and prospective issues,
relevant trends and market performance.

As a forward-looking exercise, the project should identify key

lessons learned that can be applied to improve the efficiency,

effectiveness and impact of the Corporation in performing its
role and in leading change in the ware potato industry.

2. Objectives

The Corporation wishes to ensure that it is operating
optimally and is appropriately positioned to anticipate and
lead change in the ware potato industry. In so doing, the
consultant will need to evaluate the industry's performance

and current and strategic needs, and make recommendations

regarding:
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Supply management

Supplying consumer demand for ware potatoes in terms of
price, quantity, quality and variety on a year round basis, at
reasonable prices and with minimal surpluses

Supply Chain Logistics

An efficient supply chain that maximises the quality and
freshness of ware potatoes available for purchase by consumers

Quality assurance

Maintaining high standards of food safety in ware potatoes
throughout the supply chain

Sustainable production

Ensuring that efficient agronomic and environmentally sound
production practices are used in production

Industry development

Supporting the industry's growth by research and
development and introducing new varieties

Marketing and promotion

Achieving growth in domestic consumption of ware potatoes

Compliance

Maintaining the integrity of the supply management and
wholesale distribution systems by proper administration of the
Act and Regulations
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Project intent

The essence of this project from the consultant's
perspective is to recommend reforms that will
restructure the WA ware potato supply chain into a best
practice model. To the extent possible, this will involve
emulating a free market model (within the limits of the
Act) to produce a value chain which:

Is responsive to consumer needs (e.g. value, quality,
pack type) and preferences.

Sends market signals through every level of the
chain.

Provides confidence and incentives for industry
investment.

Delivers equitable returns.

Anticipates and responds to global forces and
trends.

Is market-driven.

Drives industry best practice and continuous
improvement.
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Methodology

The methodology for this project included the following steps:

Methodology Steps Outputs

Familiarisation & briefing 1 Project plan

Industry stakeholder consultation 2

Consumer consultation 3 Stakeholder Engagement Report

Performance review & analysis 4 Value Chain Review

Future scan 5

South Australia best practice scoping study 6

Strategic situation analysis 7 Situation Analysis Workshop

Strategic recommendations 8

Strategy development 9 Final Report & Presentation

The industry stakeholder consultation (step 2) included
focus groups in all the key growing areas as well as
interviews with the following stakeholders:

o PMC Board members

PMC staff

PGA

o Western Potatoes

o Department of Agriculture

Growers

Young growers

Wash/packers

o Transport operators

Retailers

Agribusiness financers
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Section 1 1 PMC Role and functions

The production and disposal of ware potatoes (being
potatoes for fresh domestic consumption) in Western
Australia is regulated by the Corporation under the
Marketing of Potatoes Act 1946 and the Marketing of Potatoes
Regulations 1987. When it was enacted, the prime purpose of
the Act was to ensure that WA consumers had an adequate
and continuous supply of potatoes following the Second
World War, when the prospect of food shortages was very
real.

Still today the principal function of the Corporation is to
ensure that the quantities, varieties and qualities of ware
potatoes necessary are made available to consumers. The
Corporation seeks to fulfill this function by ensuring that
ware fresh potatoes are made available all year round at
reasonable prices to consumers.

1.1 Supply

Meeting the needs of consumers depends on the
performance of each link in the supply chain:

New variety breeders

Seed potato producers

Growers

Transporters

Washing, grading and packing merchants

Wholesale distribution merchants

Retailers.

In today's context, the notion of supply has moved from a
simple quantitative proposition to ensuring that consumers
have a range of potatoes on offer in terms of variety, pack
and form choice as well as quality. In today's world,
consumers are more discerning in their food choices and
expect a quality level far higher than would have been
acceptable at the time when the Act was drafted.
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Furthermore, in today's market environment, the channels to
market have broadened. In particular, there has been
significant development in the food service sector;
approximately one-third of potatoes are now consumed away
from home (restaurants, hotels, sport and entertainment
venues, hospitals, jails, mining camps, etc.).

In recent times, farmers markets and specialty food
retailers have emerged. Important to the Corporation's
functions is the requirement to establish supply chains
to service these emerging market channels.

Under the Act, the PMC's role is specifically confined to
ware potatoes with a very tight definition. The Act (Part I,
5(i)) defines ware potatoes meaning a potato that is:

i. Grown in the state, and

ii. Is sold, or in respect of which there are reasonable

grounds to believe that it is intended for sale, for

human consumption, and

iii. Is unprocessed, except for cleaning and grading.

The Corporation does not regulate the production and
disposal of seed potatoes and potatoes intended for
processing or potatoes intended for export. However,
some requirements are placed upon growers, processors
and wash/packers to facilitate monitoring and
compliance activities of these types of crops.

Arguably, in today's market environment, this definition
is restrictive, given the growing interest and market
opportunity in peeled and value-added fresh potatoes,
particularly in the food service sector. At present, these
value-added potatoes are described as 'contract
potatoes' and, as such, they fall outside the PMC's
jurisdiction. Due to the current interpretation of 'ware'
PMC could broaden potatoes into the value added
industry, e.g. washed. Later in the report, we question
the wisdom of exempting value-added (contract)
potatoes from the PMC jurisdiction.
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1.2 Pricing

A key function of PMC is to set prices. Under the Act,
the Corporation can recommend a price that provides a
reasonable opportunity for profit for an economically
efficient producer. A key element of the pricing
structure is to ensure that returns are sufficient enough
to encourage the production of potatoes outside the
preferred planting period to ensure year-round supply
to customers.

A critical element of the pricing function is to send clear
pricing signals to growers to encourage positive
behavioural change and provide incentives with respect to:

Quality levels

Pack-out levels

New and niche market varieties.

Implicit in the Act is a responsibility to drive category
and industry development. Inherent in the functions of
satisfying consumer demand is the development of new
products (varieties, pack type, form, etc.), which meet
the emerging and unsatisfied needs of the consumer.

Also implied in the Act is the requirement to drive a
process of continuous improvement through the entire
value chain to improve efficiency, food safety and
integrity.

There is a grey area in terms of PMC's role in driving
improvement in farming practices, including seed
quality, variety development, agronomy, etc.
Historically, the Western Australian Department of
Agriculture was responsible for Research, Development
and Extension (RD&E) but in recent times, it has
progressively pulled back from these functions, leaving
them to the private sector and APC.

The Corporation also regulates commercial wash /packers
and merchants.
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1.3 Essential features of the system

The essential features of the regulated system are:

Supply management, with the allocation of
sufficient Domestic Market Entitlements (DME) to
registered, commercial growers to allow them to
supply anticipated consumer demand for ware
potatoes.

o Appointment of wholesale, packing, grading and
distribution merchants, to take delivery of ware
potatoes grown under DME, to grade and pack
those potatoes and to sell them to the retail trade.

. Setting prices paid by wholesale merchants that
enable the Corporation to pay ware potato growers
at levels that allow reasonable opportunities for
profit from efficient potato production.

o Prompt and secure payments to growers.

The Corporation has also agreed, as a service to
industry, to collect end point royalties on sales of ware
potato varieties that are protected under Plant Breeder's
Rights (PBR). The PMC is required to collect statutory
fees and levies used in funding domestic market
promotion and research.
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Section 2 1 PMC Scorecarc

The purpose of this section is to analyse the key high-
level indicators of the WA ware potato value chain. It
should be noted at the outset that this is not intended as
a rigorous review or critique of the Corporation, but
more as an indication of the health of the value chain.

The following reviews several key performance health
indicators:

1. Satisfying consumer demand

2. Category growth

3. Improvement in marketable yield

4. Effectiveness of pricing policy

5. Market competitiveness

6. Imports

7. Equity of returns along the value chain.

In order to put this analysis into context, it may be
helpful to outline the recent history. In 2004 the
government appointed an Implementation Advisory
Group (IAG) to review the Marketing of Potatoes Act, 1946
to assess the need for continuation of its functions. The
review put forward a number of recommendations and
concluded that the regulated market should continue
but that commercial and marketing functions should be
separated from the regulatory arm and be controlled by
a grower-owned, public unlisted company (WPL).
Cabinet endorsed a subsequent proposal from the
Minister that: PMC be excluded from exporting; that
assets be made available to establish WPL as a
commercial arm; and that funding of marketing
advertising, promotion and research and development
be managed by APC PPC. Not all of the IAG
recommendations were acted on and no legislative
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change was made. The present mission of the PMC
remains to provide leadership in the ware potato supply
chain to foster an efficient, profitable and sustainable
supply chain that is responsive to market needs.

It is in the context of the above, that the following
assessments have been made.

2.1 Satisfying consumer demand

Arguably, the single most important measure against
which PMC should be benchmarking itself is its
performance in terms of satisfying consumer demand.
This has five sub-components:

1. Volume: Have there been sufficient quantities to
satisfy demand in a volumetric sense?

2. Quality: Has the quality been satisfactory and have
there been adequate quantities of each grade to
satisfy demand across grades?

3. Varieties: Have consumers had access to the variety
mix that they desire?

4. Form: Have consumers had access to the form of
potato they require: washed, unwashed, brushed,
bulk, pre-packed, etc?

5. Channels: Have consumers been able to buy the
potatoes they prefer through the channels that they
prefer to shop in?

Unfortunately, the PMC does not routinely collect the
data required to definitively answer these questions,
therefore performance on these factors has been assessed
in a qualitative manner, based on anecdotal evidence
gathered during the stakeholder consultation process.
Performance in relation to volume, quality, variety mix
and form are detailed below.
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1. Volume

It would appear that PMC has fulfilled its obligations in
a volumetric sense. There is no evidence of any
recurring or systematic shortages of potatoes or any
unsatisfied demand in a quantitative sense. There is no
indication that, at any time, retail outlets have been out
of stock of potatoes for any significant period of time.

2. Quality

Although there is no definitive evidence of consumer
dissatisfaction with quality, merchants are continually
complaining about the quality of potatoes, particularly
the shortage of No. 1 grade. The claim is that quality has
declined in recent years and that there have been
shortages of No. 1 grade. Because of the perceived
shortage of No. 1 grade, merchants would prefer an
increased DME to satisfy their orders for No. 1 grade.

3. Variety Mix

Again, there is no quantified evidence but anecdotally,
and based on a small body of consumer research
conducted as part of this project, there appears to be a
latent, unsatisfied demand for new and gourmet
varieties. In particular, Kipfler and Dutch Cream were
cited as varieties that a segment of consumers are keen
to purchase. (In other states demand for this product is
met via niche market growers who specialise in smaller
volumes of boutique varieties, which are generally
distributed through central markets rather than closed-
loop supply chains. The varieties are not always
available year round and often add seasonal variety to
the ware offering.)

Retailer chains indicate that they routinely do not stock
these varieties because they cannot get continuous
supplies reliably. Restaurants complain that they are
reluctant to put these varieties on their printed seasonal
menus for the same reason.
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The TV cooking shows and cookbooks are creating a
growing interest in these new niche varieties resulting in
dissatisfaction, albeit with a minority of WA consumers.
The majority of consumers appear to be satisfied with
the Nadine variety, mainly because they haven't
experienced anything else. Most Western Australian
consumers see Nadine as a good all-round potato but
are troubled to learn that other states have greater
choice.

Importantly, the availability of new and gourmet
varieties is a critical driver in category value growth.

4. Form

Again, anecdotally there appears to be an unsatisfied
latent demand for brushed potatoes within a minority
segment of the market. South Australia potato
companies estimate that brushed potatoes account for
10-20% of the ware market compared with less than 1%
in WA.

The focus groups findings suggest that there is a
perception by some consumers that brushed potatoes
have better keeping qualities than washed potatoes. It
must be said, however, that the soil types in WA
constitute a natural barrier to brushed supply. Indeed,
most of the brushed potatoes in the eastern states
principally come from the red soils of Tasmania, NSW
and Victoria.

2.2 Category growth

Although it is not explicit in the Act, there is a
presumption held by growers, wash/packers and
merchants that a core function of PMC is to grow the
WA ware market.
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It is relevant to note that prior to 2005-06, the
DME / Tonnes licensed did not correlate all that closely
with either total deliveries (some winter production
wasn't grown) or domestic ware sales. That changed
with the 2004 Review/TAG report, which tightened up
supply and took the Corporation out of large surpluses,
exports and the fairly small amounts sold to processors.

Figure 1 shows the trend line for DME from 2007 to
2011.

Figure 1 DME category growth, 2007-2011

56000
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52000

50000

48000

46000

44000

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Ware Tonnes Licenced
DME

Ware
Tonnes
Delivered

Note: Prior to 2006, total tonnes delivered included table, seed and export
potatoes. Post-2006, total tonnes delivered only includes table potatoes.
Source: Western Australia Potato Marketing Corporation, August 2011.

It indicates that sales have grown by around 6,000 tonne
since 2007.

Per capita consumption

A more valid indication of category performance is per
capita consumption.

As Figure 2 indicates, in the past decade WA has
enjoyed significant population growth of around 500,000
in the past decade.
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Figure 2: WA population, 2001-2010
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Figure 3 compares indicative consumption levels, assuming
that the per capita level of 2001 was maintained and taking
into account the significant growth in the WA population. It
indicates that if per capita consumption remained at the 2007
level, DME would now have to be in excess of 50,000 tonnes to
satisfy demand.

Figure 3: Ware potato tonnes delivered by growers compared to
consumer demand 2001-2010
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Source: Western Australia Potato Marketing Corporation Data, 2006-
2011; ABS, National Nutrition Survey 1995
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This indicates a gap if around 6,000 tonne. If per capita
consumption was left at the 2001 levels, the gap would
be around 20,000 tonne.

This indicates a widening gap between potential
consumption and supply. Possible explanations for this
trend are:

1. Declining per capita consumption of ware potatoes.

2. Growth in processing potatoes.

3. Growth in contract (value-added) potatoes with
greater 'away from home' meal consumption.

4. Increasing leakage into the ware sector of black
market contract and export potatoes.

Unfortunately, there is a dearth in the data required to
determine the nature and extent of the contributing
factors. However, from discussions with the major
processors, there has been a demonstrable growth in the
processed potato category, representing a consumer
shift from ware to processed potatoes. According to
Retail World in 2009, the processed potato sector grew
12.5% in value terms and 5.7% in volume terms. The fact
that category value has grown at a faster rate than
volume suggest a shift to value-added products.
McKINNA et al research also concludes that the fresh-
cut market, especially within the food service sector, has
enjoyed steady growth.

These two factors partially explain the decline in ware
consumption. However, it is questionable whether this
would account for the full 6,000 tonne deficit. As such,
it may be concluded that there has been a significant
decline in per capita consumption of ware potatoes as
well as significant leakage.

Although we cannot confirm this, there appears to be
leakage into the ware market from illegal sales of
contract potatoes outside the DME.
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2.3 Improvement to marketable yield

Because the returns to growers within the pool of the
WA ware potato industry are heavily dependent on the
pack-out (in particular, the percentage of No.1 grade),
the pack-out rate is a critical performance indicator.

Figure 4 provides a breakdown of the "pack-out" of the
various grades from 2005 to 2011. It indicates that the
No.1 grade rate has remained relatively flat (although
with some improvement in 2008). At the same time,
there has been a significant increase in the level of No.2
grade in the pack-out.

Pack-out

Figure 4: Pack-out by grade (tonnes), 2006-2010
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Source: Western Australia Potato Marketing Corporation Data,
2005-20101

During the same period, the SA industry has reported a
significant increase in the per hectare yield in No. 1
grade, whilst the total harvested yield has remained
relatively stable. This situation is largely attributable to
improved seed quality as well as recent advances in
agronomy. The comparisons with the SA industry
suggest that the WA ware industry has not kept pace
with improvements in on-farm performance with
respect to premium product quality
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2.4 Effectiveness of pricing policy

A key function of PMC is to set farm gate pool prices.
The effectiveness of pricing has been assessed in three
basic ways:

1. Ensuring that efficient growers can adequately cover
costs and have the opportunity to make a reasonable
profit.

2. Ensuring that consumers are purchasing at prices
competitive with a free market environment and are
not being disadvantaged by the existence of the
regulated system.

3. Although not explicitly stated in the Act, ensuring
that returns are equitably spread across the value
chain would also be a reasonable outcome.

Figure 5 indicates the net tonnes produced and total grower
payments. It shows that although net tonnes produced have
decreased, net grower payments have increased. This
indicates a steady increase in the average price per tonne in
real dollar terms. From 2005 to 2008, there was a steep
increase in net payments coinciding with a steady decline in
volumes. PMC justifies this as catch-up after a period when it
was reluctant to increase prices due to a low price
environment in the eastern states.

In the past few years, PMC has factored in cost of
production when setting pool prices', drawing on advice
from an independent industry expert to calculate prices.

Eric Skipworth and Associates, Recommended pool prices ware potatoes, 2010- 2011 growing
season, April 2010.
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Figure 5: Total grower payments, seasons 2001-2010 ($ '000)
compared to net weight produced (tonnes)
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Source: Western Australia Potato Marketing Corporation Data, 2001-2010

Figure 6 indicates the average PMC price to merchant of
the Nadine variety on a per kg basis. It indicates a long-
term upward trend from around 80 cents in 2003-04 to
$1.10 in 2009-10. Wholesale prices did, however, flatten
somewhat between 2007-08 and 2009-10.

Figure 6: Average PMC price sold to merchant for Nadine (Class
1) potatoes ($ per kg), 2006-11
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Nadine Potatoes Grade 1 since August 2006

Source: Western Australia Potato Marketing Corporation Data, 2006-2011
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2.5 Market Competitiveness

A second measure of the efficiency of pricing is the
comparison with eastern state free market prices. It is an
indicator of whether WA consumers are being disadvantaged
by the existence of a regulated system. Figure 7 indicates the
wholesale market prices in the eastern states.

Figure 7: Eastern cities wholesale price average for white washed
premium potatoes compared to average PMC price sold to
merchant for Nadine (class 1) ($ per kg), 2006-2010
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By comparison with figure 8, the data indicates that in
2007-08, when prices increased significantly in WA, this
coincided with a slight decrease in the eastern states2.
Conversely, in 2009-10 when there were significant price
increases in the eastern states, WA prices were flat. To
some extent these fluctuations may be explained by
exceptional drought conditions in both markets, which
tend to be counter cyclical from east to west.

Although it is difficult to draw any definitive
conclusions from this data, it does indicate that in terms
of annual price averages, the WA market does not move
in line with the eastern states.

Adelaide

Sydney

Brisbane

Melbourne

Perth

2 It should be noted that the eastern state prices are market wholesale prices, whereas the WA
prices are pool prices.
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Another snapshot view of the competitiveness of prices
with the eastern states is the capital city retail pricing
comparison study undertaken by PMC in 2010-11.
Despite the large amount of volatility, if anything, WA
prices are below the eastern states and are less volatile.
Whilst attaching the caveat that this is only a one-year
snapshot, it does indicate that WA consumers are not
being penalised in terms of prices by the existence of the
regulated system.

Figure 8: National retail price monitoring
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Capital City Potato Price Comparison 2010 - 2011

Source: PMC
Fortnight

2.6 Imports

Another proxy measure for competitiveness with the
eastern states is the level of imports from the eastern
states. The assumption is that with an efficient free
market, if the WA ware potato prices consistently exceed
eastern states by greater than the cost of the freight
(which is about $350 per tonne) then imports would
flow.

Figure 9 indicates that there is significant fluctuation in
imports from year to year. However, between 2001 and
2009 there was a very steady trend line.

This could be explained by three factors:
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1. The imports were of specialist PBR protected
varieties not grown in WA.

2. There were shortages of certain lines due to seasonal
factors in WA.

3. There was a short-term arbitrage opportunity for SA
growers, i.e. the prices in the eastern states were
temporarily below WA prices to a sufficient degree
to provide a financial gain from importing.

Figure 9: Interstate potato imports (tonnes), 2001-2010)
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Source: Western Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service

Overall, the price of ware potatoes is, on average,
competitive with the eastern states and WA consumers
are not being penalised by the regulated system by
pricing parameters.

2.7 Equity of returns along the value chain

Another important measure of the performance of a
regulated system is the spread of revenue and margin
across the value chain. In order to investigate this, we
have applied a profit pool analysis tool.
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Profit pool analysis is an analytical tool which indicates
the spread of the retail value and margin among each
participant in the value chain.

The profit margins are calculated at EBITDA (earnings
before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization) in
other words, gross profit. The calculations are based on
a nominal $2.99 per kg retail price. The gross margin for
the growers has been calculated from the Skipworth
data and the gross margin for the wash/packers and
merchants has been calculated from confidential data
provided to the consultant on an anonymous basis.

Figure 10: Profit pool
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There are a number of noteworthy points to take out of
this analysis. The first is the large share of consumer
dollars accruing to the retailers, which is largely a
reflection of their market power (this situation is
common in all states). Retailers typically enjoy a 40%
gross profit in the fresh food category. Notable on the
chart is the low share of the value going to growers,
around 25% of retail value and 6% gross profit. As a
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rule of thumb, it is generally considered that a profit
margin of above 10% is needed to support the
reinvestment required to remain efficient. The average
figure calculated here indicates that the growers are
essentially surviving off depreciation and are not being
adequately rewarded for their efforts.

The analysis does suggest that wash/packers are
enjoying a super economic rents return by virtue of the
regulated system. It also suggests significant degrees of
inequity with growers getting less than a reasonable
share and wash /packers getting a greater share of the
profit pool. Because wash/packers and agents are the
same entity, their values need to be added. When the
two margins are added, wash/packers enjoy the biggest
share of the retail value and enjoy gross profits around
30%.

In the event that PMC raised grower prices, under the
current system, wash/packers and retailers would pass
this cost on to the consumer.

3 Economic rent is a micro economic concept which refers to above nominal profit achieved
through market power
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Section 3 J Stakeholder feedback

The supporting research for this study has involved a
comprehensive program of stakeholder engagement
including a small program of consumer research. This
section presents these key findings in summary form. It
is important to note, however, that these findings are
from qualitative research so they are perceptions only.

3.1 Overview of stakeholder viewpoints

0
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Disillusioned with industry.
Not getting paid by growers.
Believe industry growing practices are poor; low
rotations/high generations/poor seed being used.

Believe packers are short changing them with pack-outs.
Believe contract is leaking into DME.
Observe that shareholder growers get priority.
Better growers annoyed that others let the pools down.
Believe wash/packers will not support new varieties.

Concerned about supply shortages.
Want new varieties but believe volumes are insufficient.
Claim grower quality problems.
Claim interference in their business by PMC

Unable to offer branding programs nationally.
Unable to get new varieties grown.

Feel market is short supplied generally.
Unable to deliver national promotional programs.
Unable to secure ongoing supply of new varieties.
Believe WA industry is lagging behind other states.

Quite ignorant about the category and the WA regulated
system.
Majority generally satisfied with the variety mix, quality, etc.
because they have no other experience.
Minority resent that they don't have a wider choice.
Purchase totally driven by appearance.
Perceptions about PMC are negative.
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3.2 Consumer viewpoint

Lack of variety choice (dominance of Nadine). An
element of 'ignorant bliss' prevails about the variety
choice.

o Market heavily conditioned to buying on
appearance rather than eating quality.

o Limited understanding of fit-for-purpose use.

Lack of continuity of supply of quality brushed
potatoes.

Limited channel choice for purchasing.

Substitution of rice and pasta is likely to be
occurring due to poor choice.

o Those who are aware of it view PMC negatively.

3.3 Restaurateur viewpoint

o Cannot develop relationships with specialist
growers if they do, feel it is clandestine.

o Hate Nadine and resent feeling trapped into buying
it.

o Cannot get adequate supply year round.

o Have to buy from supermarkets sometimes to get
supply.

o Cannot put items like Kipfler on the printed menu
as supply is inconsistent specials only.

o Limit the use of potatoes on menus because of
quality and choice.

Industry tried to lobby about this but now just live
with it.

Encouraging their suppliers to import from east.
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3.4 Foodservice supplier viewpoint

Unable to benefit from gluts as have to pre-order
contracts.

Disadvantaged when scheduling demand and
storing.

Forced to take Nadines over better eating varieties.

Cannot purchase direct from growers as needed,
therefore pass on third party costs to their
customers.

Prefer to process older potatoes when skins are
hardened.

3.5 Retailer viewpoint

Focus is on shelf performance of potatoes.

Limited range with focus on high volume lines.

Under-presence of brushed potatoes.

Lack of variety based brands.

Lack of price points.

With the regulated system, it is difficult for them to
build relationships with preferred growers.

Few clear POS messages.

Return on shelf space is not maximised.

Able to source cheaper from interstate.

Concerned about future of industry.

Believe WA is several years behind other states in
terms of industry development.
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3.6 Grower viewpoint

Believe the system simply has a few 'bugs to iron out'.

Wash/packer accountability is the key concern.

Anger from some about poor performers eroding
the pool returns.

Believe retailer quality expectations becoming
unrealistically high.

Feel pools are too inflexible.

Rewards for growing out of season or new varieties
are not high enough.

Growers outside a wash / packer alliance feel others
are manipulating the system.

The variety percentage rule is too rigid.

3.7 Wash/packer viewpoint

Not sure whether the regulated system is an
advantage / disadvantage frustrated with PMC.

Inconsistency of supply main complaint.

Believe the market is undersupplied (anecdotally
estimated at 20%).

Shortages of Grade 1 key complaint.

Feel there is no incentive for quality improvements
or industry development.

Merchants have to wear the margin loss on sales
promotions, not growers.

They say growers 'blackmail' them - withholding
supply.

Feel the fact that the market is 'supply driven puts
too much pressure on them to move seconds and
unwanted grades.

Believe PMC is all about the grower, not the
consumer.
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Section 4 1 Learnings from South
Australia

A study tour of South Australia's ware potato industry
was conducted with a focus on gaining a better
understanding of the structure and dynamics of an
efficient value chain. SA dominates the national supply
of ware potatoes and is considered by its peers to be the
most efficient. Since deregulation over 20 years ago, the
SA industry has undergone a dramatic structural
adjustment with a large number of players leaving the
industry and the evolution of a handful of large,
vertically-integrated operators.

4.1 Key points about the South Australian ware

industry

South Australia produces 30% of Australia's total
potato production (all uses).

Seven South Australian growers grow 80% of
Australia's washed ware potatoes (70% of this crop is

produced in the Mal lee). Each of these seven growers
is individually bigger than the entire industry in WA.

No major grower has less than 2,000 acres of annual

potato production.

A further 10 SME grower / packers exist to service

niche markets.

Most SA growers are diversified businesses (export,
grain, onions, etc.) because of requirements of crop
rotation.

There are six main wash/packer facilities all

growers are integrated / associated with a

wash / packing operation.

Three of the growers trade through Moraitis, the
category manager for Woolworths.
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Some of the operations have totally integrated
growing, wash/packing and marketing operations.

The main growing sites are River land, Mal lee and

Adelaide Plains, due to the sandy soils, cheap land,
and unlimited underground water.

All operators grow in more than one location.

Most are already shipping either ware or processing
potatoes to WA.

All profitable no exposure to exports or high $AUD.

The SA industry is now reaching the stage of
maturity that requires new skill sets (marketing,
value-adding). The industry is trying to raise a
voluntary marketing levy to grow the category.

4.2 SA ware potato supply chain

The SA supply chain actually consists of two parallel
supply chains, one for supermarkets and one for
specialty outlets, as illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 11: SA ware potato supply chain
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The big players in SA are focused on the high volume,
washed lines, mainly white and red varieties such as
Coliban and Desiree. Many are also growing PBR
protected varieties. Some surplus products, principally
seconds and smaller grades, are sold through central
markets; however, wastage is high as the market is
strongest for premium grades.

Most growers also grow contract processed potatoes for
crisps or French fries, mainly because it contributes to
the scale of the operation and removes reliance on one
channel alone, mitigating risk and giving some
protection from highs and lows of the fresh market.

In SA, there are two premium grades, large and small,
reflecting the strong demand for quality smaller potatoes.

As illustrated in Figure 11, the specialty channels are
principally serviced by niche market players. Most of
this specialty product goes through the central market
system although some have direct deals with
independent supermarkets as well as specialty, gourmet
retailers and food service providores. Much of the niche
product is dry brushed but smaller washing operations
also exist.

Most of the specialty and gourmet varieties are grown in
NSW Riverina, Tasmania and Victoria (Ballarat and
Thorpedale). Similarly, virtually all of the brushed
potatoes are imported from outside of SA in the red soil
growing areas listed above.

4.3 The seven defining characteristics of SA

leadership

Without doubt, SA is the leader in the ware potato
category, supplying the vast majority of the east coast
market. Over the past decade, SA has gradually taken
over from the other growing areas in Victoria, NSW and
Tasmania. There are several key reasons why SA has
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become the ware potato benchmark in Australia. In
summary, the reasons are:

1. The environment is ideal.

2. Competitive tension has driven a culture of
continuous improvement.

3. There is pursuit of excellence at every link in the
supply chain.

4. Quality is dependent on integration of growing and
processing operations.

5. Supply and demand is managed through closed-loop
supply chains.

6. Growers have a geographic spread, enabling
continuous supply and risk mitigation.

7. Growers focus on either volume or niche markets.

These seven factors are explained in further detail in the
following pages.

1. The environment is ideal

® In the Mal lee particularly, there is plentiful
affordable land suited to potato cropping. Some
growers grow 90% in virgin soil.

o Access to large tranches of low cost land enables
long rotations of 4 to 8 years (rotations are with
cereal crops rather than livestock).

o Large, unfenced paddocks provide scale enabling
operational efficiencies and use of large size pivots.

. Production is possible year-round, with some
microclimates even suitable for summer.

o Good quality water is available, although this may
change as the regulation shifts to a volumetric
system.
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SA has the ideal sandy soil types (for clean skins).
Soil storage is also possible due to soil types.

Kangaroo Island provides seed security.

2. Competitive tension has driven a culture of
continuous improvement

The industry is fiercely competitive so all growers
are focused on continuous improvement because of
the competitive nature of the industry.

This 'survival of the fittest' environment has led to
seven efficient, best practice players emerging. All
seven are big enough to achieve economies of scale
in their own right.

Scale means the harvesting and planting equipment
can be used year-round which, in turn, provides
better return on capital on large capex items and
therefore, better profitability.

Improved profitability means growers can:

Reinvest in plant and equipment.

Invest in innovation.

Invest in experienced personnel (many from overseas)

Create career paths for valued staff

Ride highs and lows of fresh market prices (365 days).

With this large-scale business model, growers can be
extremely profitable when market prices are high
and endure low price periods because of their
efficiency.

A 12-month supply capability allows growers to
average out the fluctuating market prices. The fresh
market has the most potential for profit and because
these growers trade it year-round, they are not as
exposed to pricing as processing growers who have
only one sale window.
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3. There is pursuit of excellence at every link of the
supply chain.

® South Australian growers interviewed agreed that
there is not one particular part of the supply chain
that most impacts quality. Their belief is that a
whole-of-chain approach is critical.

® The prevailing view is that there cannot be one weak
link in the value chain, therefore:

Seed quality must be good (G3 or G4).

Water application pre-harvest requires much skill.

Speed along the chain is critical paddock to the pack-
out must be within 24 hours.

Temperature at all links in the chain must be
consistent.

In-store treatment will also influence shelf life/ quality;

therefore distribution packaging and handling is
important.

® All SA growers have traceability on every bin and
full accreditation.

o Because their percentage of premiums is critical to
profitability, there is a big incentive for growers to
concentrate on quality.

4. Quality is dependent on integration of growing and
processing operations

o All growers interviewed insisted that growing and
wash/packing must be integrated businesses.

o The speed to the washer impacts skin finish and the
life of product in the supply chain; consequently,
seamless integration from paddock to washer is
critical. The wash/packing arm of the business
dictates delivery schedules (weather permitting) and
temperature is controlled in the ground and in
transit as well as by harvesting in the coolest time of
day i.e. night or early morning.
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Because of scale and year-round utilisation, growers
can justify covered V-belt trucks from paddock to
washing plant, which reduces bruising. The harvest
time (coolest time) and proximity to the washing
plant also enable V-belts to be used.

The overall quality of SA potatoes has been key in
securing supermarket buyer confidence.

5. Supply and demand is best managed through
closed-loop supply chains

At planting, almost every potato in the crop is
already sold to a time and quality specification. All
growers are planting to a schedule, which is part of
a closed-loop supply chain.

The merchant relationship is integral season
demand is known at the point of planting and
sophisticated data on consumption is tracked.

Sophisticated scheduling helps to reduce market
gluts and limit price volatility.

The margins do not support speculative growing, so
growers do not plant more than the scheduled crop.
Only surplus grades are sold through the ware
market.

The supermarkets are now negotiating five-year
plans with growers so they can manage their capital
needs as the market grows.

6. Growers have a geographic spread, enabling
continuous supply and risk mitigation

SA growers can service the market for most months
of the year by operating across three or four
different growing regions across the state.

Those few growers who can fill the summer
seasonal window due to a small microclimate earn a
significant premium.
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Varieties are only ever grown in the soil type to
which they are best suited and at the ideal time of
year to maximise yield or price.

7. Growers focus on either volume or niche markets

The seven market leading volume growers only deal
in mainstream lines for the supermarket channel.

Their supply chain is focused on supplying
supermarket needs and quality specifications

As already illustrated, niche markets are supplied
through totally separate supply chains.

The small growers who have been forced out of the
supermarket channels are specialising in the
gourmet varieties. Some have also switched to
processing.
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Section 5 I The characteristics of an
ideal value chain

The purpose of this section is to define and map out the
characteristics of an ideal value chain for WA ware potatoes
within the regulated system. As a reference point, Figure 12
outlines the current supply chain. Note: the agent step is still
used by a small number of growers to process paperwork.

Figure 12: Current ware potato supply chain

PMC

.

5.1 Ideal performance: Overarching factors

The following table outlines the elements of a notional
'ideal' value chain. These elements have been derived
from McKINNA et al's extensive learnings from years of
working with agrifood supply chains across a wide
range of industries. It also integrates specific learnings
from the South Australian study tour.
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0 A

Market signals

Pricing signals

Price setting

Equitable returns

Responsiveness to
consumer preferences

Category development

Maximisation of
marketable yields

Communication

Succession planning

Continuous improvement

Innovation

Governance

Management

Product range

Market channels

Clean and timely market signals from consumers flow right through
the supply chain.

Unconstrained pricing signals that reward market responsiveness at
all levels of the supply chain.

Equitable returns for growers and competitive prices for end users.

Equitable returns spread across each link of the supply chain.

Responsiveness with regard to varieties, size, packaging and format.

Proactive category development driven by new product development
and marketing.

Disposing of as much of the crop as possible at its highest returns.

Strong communication across the entire supply chain.

Ability to attract and motivate young, talented people into the
industry at all levels of the supply chain.

A culture of continuous improvement.

Ongoing, adequately funded investment in R&D at all levels of the
chain.

Clear policy guidelines on management of the key functions under the
Act.

Compliance with best practice governance practices.

A skill-based Board

Transparency and accountability.

A quality management team that is up to date with contemporary
ma 011 gement principles.

Extensive product range in terms of variety, pack type and form.

Strong development and support of all channels to market.
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O A m°

Scale and efficiencies

Seed

Agronomy

Optimum scale and efficiency relative to growing conditions.

Modern and efficient plant and equipment.

Use of best certified, fresh and small seed at G5 and younger.

Global best practice agronomy.

Harvesting practice Harvesting in cool conditions, at night when maximum daytime

temperature gets above 30 C.

Accountability

Cool chain integrity

Compliance

Comprehensive paper trails which account for all potatoes
including ware, seed, processing and export.

On farm cold rooms.

Core temperature monitoring.

Compliance with relevant regulations including OH&S,
chemicals, etc.

HACCP and /or ISO accreditation.

Quality and pack-out rates Achievement of minimum required pack-out levels.

Continuous improvement Culture of continuous improvement.
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O

Optimum levels

Cool chain integrity

Low cost

In A

Equipment

Food safety

Scale

Timeliness

Location

Equitable receivables

Quality integrity and
transparency

Accountability

Innovation

9

0

Transportation in full loads from farm.

Transportation in clean bins.

Use of refrigerated tautliners running at 8 C.
Transfer into coolroom facilities

Use of hydro coolers in hot weather.

Centralised transfer negotiated to ensure competitive transfer rate.

- 0 .

State-of-the-art equipment including computerised grading equipment,
infrared blemish sorters, online real-time reporting.

Compliance with HACCP or ISO

Efficient scale relative to the farming conditions

Washing within 4 hours of harvest, 12 hours maximum.

Minimising transportation and reducing wastage costs.

Equitable receivals from across all growers in optimum quantities
truckload minimum).

Strict adherence to quality grading and total transparency in reporting.

Traceability down to the batch level.

A complete paper trail for all potatoes including ware, processing and
exports. All bins labelled.

A willingness to embrace and support new varieties and other
innovations, e.g. packaging
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. A 0 -

Selling and marketing
skills

Incentives to sell lower
grades

Responsiveness

Separation of functions

a 0

Market research and
intelligence

Strategy

Execution of marketing
strategies

Funding

Brand competition

Education of market

Strong marketing and selling skills

Financial incentives to proactively sell lower quality grades and
product in excess supply.

Agility to respond to fluctuating supply and demand conditions.

Separation of selling from wash-packing function.

: 0 .

Thorough understanding of the consumer mindset, market trends
and dynamics.

An effective strategy which responds to the issues identified in the
market research to drive category growth and neutralise
competitive threats.

An effective marketing team, with understanding of FMCG
quality creative and media suppliers.

Adequate funding for marketing and market development.
Standard practice for food is 5-7% of wholesale sales value.

Support for investment in brand building, innovation and
marketing.

Strong consumer awareness of usage, preparation, storage,
varieties and their best purposes
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. A

Range

Retail channel

- 0 .

Wide range of varieties, form and pack type.

Strong coverage of all the retail channels, including supermarkets,
independents, farmers markets and online.

Price points A range of price /quality points to cater for shopper preferences and
budgets.

o

Board composition Have the skill sets needed to deliver the Board charter.

Working relationship Mutual respect between Board and management team.

The ideal Board skill mix for PMC would be to have
seven directors to cover each of the following skill sets:

Potato industry experience

o Agrifood supply chain knowledge

o Consumer marketing experience

o Legal and governance expertise

Finance experience

o Independent chair with business background

CEO (in advisory capacity).
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Section 6 I Strategic analysis of the
current ware supply chain against the
ideal paradigm

The purpose of this section is to systematically review
the current value chain at every link, relative to the ideal
paradigm as outlined in the previous section to identify
performance gaps.

-

0

Is NO A A

Market signals

Pricing

A 0- e " 0. 0

Latent, unsatisfied consumer and retailer demand for a wider
choice with greater availability of gourmet varieties.

Market needs not being met through the supply chain.

Retailers believe supply is too tight.

Retailers not being consulted on volume and variety needs,
prior to DME being set

Sales and operational planning (S&OP) process is non-
existent.

No effective marketing methodology for surplus in times of
surplus.

Price differentials between pools do not reflect cost and
difficulty of growing in off-season periods.

Penalties for poor pack-out are not an adequate incentive to
lift quality

Insufficient premiums for new and gourmet varieties to
encourage investment/mitigate risk and to offset lower yields.

Insufficient pricing differentials between first and other
grades.
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Consumer
responsiveness

Category
development

Communications

e- - 0.0

WA consumers do not have the variety choices of other states.

Nadine still dominant despite the inferior eating quality.

Supermarkets do not have adequate continuity of supply for
niche varieties to give them the confidence to permanently
range them.

Wash/packers are reluctant to handle or promote new
varieties because of small volumes and additional costs.

Growers don't have sufficient incentives to grow alternative
varieties with lower marketable yields.

There is an unsatisfied demand for brushed potatoes.

The category development function now largely sits with Western
Potatoes, yet it is not explicitly in its charter nor does it have the
budget. Key drivers of category development are:

1. Growing a wide range to offer new varieties, package
types, forms, etc.

2. Competitive tension between brands and the marketing
support behind the brands.

3. Marketing potatoes on the basis of 'fitness for purpose; e.g.
perfect for mashing. The current fitness for purpose
marketing needs to be refined. Every variety marketed is
deemed suitable to just about every purpose.

The industry has not embraced the electronic technology to
the extent of other industries e.g :

Web-based compliance
Smart phone technology
Electronic scanning

WA system still paper driven, faxes etc.
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Continuous
improvement

Channels to market

- 0 . 0

There is limited continuous improvement activity:

Benchmarking is not widespread:

Growers: yield cost of production, quality pack-out.
Wash/packers: cost broken down by key components.

Global benchmarking, i.e. company against other states and
overseas is not done.
Under-investment in research and development at an industry
level.

Education and training is limited in the field due to small
business size and culture.
Support for the next generation to effect change is limited.

Supermarkets are the dominant channel for potatoes.

Farmers markets are an undeveloped channel.
Underperformance of independent sector in terms of market
share.

Under-emphasis on food service sector limited promotional
activity in this channel.

Pools Large numbers of pools unnecessarily complicates the system.

Compliance with pool time restrictions often compromises
quality and disrupts supply,
Requirement to grow the variety mix in all pools and all areas
compromises quality and impacts scale efficiency.

No link to supply and demand forces.

DME Lack of a transparent and competitive market for selling DME.

DME is considered an assumed asset even though technically
it is granted from year to year.

DME not being used to drive variety mix.
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Compliance

Quality standards

Variety mix

0 0 . 0 0

4-4)

Lack of a cohesive compliance policy; inconsistent application
of compliance measures.

Process of compliance is too cumbersome and bureaucratic.

Compliance driven by punitive measures rather than market
rewards.

The reluctance of Board to enforce breaches has created a
culture of bluff by wash/packers.

Fines too low relative to commercial gains from cheating.

No. 1 grade no longer sufficient for the market requirements;
out of line with retailers standards.

Quality small potatoes are treated as a secondary grade
despite the strong demand and market opportunity.
Compliance to grade standards is highly fluid at the discretion
of packers.

Claimed shortages of class 1 grade.

Lack of choice relative to eastern markets.

Over-emphasis on appearance and shelf performance over
eating quality and fit-for-purpose use.

Lack of incentive for growers to persevere with new varieties.

Lack of retailer support for new varieties mainly because of
lack of continuity of supply.

Consumer ignorance about potato quality and eating
characteristics varieties.

System, in its present form, does not readily allow for IP
protected brands.

System blocks growers' efforts to get new varieties to market.
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Grower performance

Scale and efficiency

I A

Quality highly variable.

Class 1 packouts are declining.

Yield rather than consumer choice bias drives variety choice.

Grower focus has been on total yield rather than pack-out
grade.

Cool chain integrity is spasmodic.

Many lack scale.

Succession planning is poor no new blood in industry.

Training is poor.

Water availability under threat for some.

Disease complacency, with practices such as bin sharing,
rotations, seed management.
Few growers invest in agronomic advice and the quality and
independence of the available agronomist advice is
questionable.
Limited industry development activity.

As a reference point, in SA seven farms produce 400,000 tonnes,
80%+ of the national ware production. Each of the seven farms
individually produce more than the total WA production.

Western Australia has around seventy farms producing
around 50,000+ tonnes.

Although there is no evidence, informed opinion indicates
that WA is far less efficient than SA because of scale. Scale
equates to:

Better equipment utilisation
Cheaper input costs
Better overhead recovery through higher utilisation.
Lower per unit labour costs.
Crop risk spread further over the year.
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Yields

Pack-out rates

Seed

Variety allocations

rf

Off harvester yields are higher in WA due to variety choice
and more productive land. However, marketable yields are
higher in SA due to soil type.

Marketable yields have improved steadily in the past five
years in SA due to improved seed and agronomy.

In recent times WA's pack-out rate has declined.

Some growers are delivering washed to improve pack-outs
which means they are disadvantaged on pool returns, but
artificially increasing DME.

Between 2007-2010, the pack-out of Grade 1 potatoes has
averaged 55% with a range of 49% in 2011 and 60.7% in 2006.

This compares with 60 %+ in SA.

Grade 2 and smalls have stagnated in pack-out rate at an
average of 20.8% and 14.6% respectively.

Growers are not consistently using quality seed. Seed is not
fresh and tuber size is often too large.

Many are growing their own seed as old as G10 plus.

Bad debt and slow payments are an issue for seed growers.

WA lags three years behind eastern states due to slow
registration procedures for new varieties.

No code of practice is enforced in relation to seed.

The 70% /15% /10% /5% rule (whereby growers have to grow set
percentages of each colour of potato with a maximum of 70% white)
produces inherent inefficiencies:

Forces growers to grow varieties that don't perform well on
their land.
Forces growers to grow out of optimum season.
In some cases, four rows of a variety are planted to satisfy
the rule.
Takes time and effort to develop the skill to grow new
varieties.

Elders claim that this rule is restricting sales of Nadine seed
and therefore a restraint of trade.
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Succession planning

Agronomy

Harvesting practices

Average age of potato farmers is late 50s.

Needs to be more incentives to encourage new growers into
the industry.

Young growers are not getting enough exposure to best
practice outside the family farm.
Education levels of young growers appear to be limited.

No industry development strategy to develop the next
generation.

By their own admission, agronomy practices of growers are
lacking:

Quality, consistency and yield are issues.

Pack-outs are poor and not improving
Growers have low confidence in the quality and
independence of agronomists' advice.

Mostly advice is provided by chemical resellers
independence and quality of advice is questionable generally.

Department of Agriculture no longer provides R, D&E
support at the level required, and no longer has the required
expertise.

PMC provides support for agronomic services for below
average growers only but this is not having the impact that it
should.
A culture of best practice does not exist; the system tolerates
mediocrity.

Harvesting often happens in daytime when soil temperatures
are too high.

Harvesting equipment is underutilised, meaning poor return
on capital.

Harvesting efficiency is often compromised by small
allocation for wash/packers, i.e. harvesting in short runs.

Minimal use of contract harvest or equipment sharing to
reduce costs,
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Accountability / trans
parency

Cold chain integrity

Equitable receivals

Accountability and
traceability

Commonly ware growers also have registered acreage for
processing (contract) and exporting potatoes as well as ware.
There is no requirement or reliable system enabling
identification of these contract or export potatoes through the
supply chain. This makes it easy for switching export and
contract potatoes into DME.

There is no requirement or systematic approach to monitoring
or enforcing core temperature standards.

Few farms have on-farm cool storage or hydro coolers.

Growers allege that there is discrimination by wash/packers
as to receival priority.

Shareholders get preference, therefore more chance of a better
pack-out.

Growers feel locked into wash/packers to ensure reliable
market access. This limits their bargaining power.

Whole of supply chain traceability down to a batch level will
soon become compulsory.

There is nothing in the system that ensures that product can
be accounted for.

Switching of value-adding or export potatoes into ware can
occur without detection.

There is nothing in the system that ensures that value-adding
or exporting potatoes are not substituted for DME.

Technology now exists to track this inexpensively.
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Wash/packer
performance

Compliance

Wash /packing
equipment

Scale

A

- 0.0

The validity of current licences is questionable.

Belligerent attitude no industry cooperation.

Integrity of pack out is highly doubtful.

No accountability with contract potatoes.

Black market potatoes undermining system.

Preferential treatment to shareholder growers.

Lack of paper trail and accountability.

Not proactive at marketing and selling due to the supply-driven
nature of the supply chain.

Small growers cannot get product into packers as needed.

Blocker to new varieties getting to market.

Wash packers regularly in breach of regulations without
prosecution.

No lucid policy with respect to wash/packer compliance.

Penalties are trivial relative to the financial gains.

The Act has minimum requirement on wash/packers regarding
the standard of equipment.

These standards are not backed by any specific policy guidelines,
which specify minimum standards.

Best practice is integrated, infrared blemish sorters. Only one of
the wash / packers has this equipment.

NIR internal defect technology is now available at relatively low
cost.

Computerised pack-out monitors with the capability of real time
reporting are available at a relatively low cost but are not being
used.

Four wash/packers is overkill relative to size of market; one
plant in SA does this volume.

Lack of scale impacts on efficiency, quality, profitability and cost.

In terms of scale, one state-of-the-art plant would produce a far
better outcome.
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Location

Timelines

Innovation

Only one wash/packer located in growing area.

Much of the product is processed outside of the ideal four-
hour window.

Significant cost incurred in transport as soil and rejects are
carried long distances @ around $55 per tonne.

Ideally, potatoes should be washed within four hours of
harvest to reduce skin degradation.

Because of shipping distances and scheduling, most potatoes
are processed outside of this window.

This compromises quality, particularly with respect to skin
blemishes.

No real incentives for wash/packers to invest in innovation to
improve efficiency, product quality or new product
development
One state-of-the-art operator stands out.

SGS conducted an audit of the four wash/packers on behalf of
PMC. The audit highlighted major shortcomings that are
compromising the quality of potatoes and the integrity of the
system.
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Optimum loads

Food safety and
product integrity

Cool chain integrity

Low cost

- - .

Because of harvest allocation and pool constraints, trucks are
sometimes picking up part truckloads at each farm, a move
which adds to costs.

Only some of the trucks are refrigerated.

Refrigeration could be added at minimal cost.

Some potatoes still transported in open trucks.
Only some of the trucks are subject to HACCP protocol
regarding cleanliness and OH&S.
SA best practice is V-belt trucks from farm to washing plant.

No requirement to comply with cool temperature protocols.

Temperatures not routinely monitored.
Vast majority of product is not pre-cooled or stored in cool
room facilities.

Transport costs generally competitive.

Two specialist companies transport the bulk of potatoes.

Transport market is highly competitive.

No real issues here.
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Merchants

Sales incentives

Lower grade
incentives

Market
responsiveness

do-
The fact that the wash/packer is also the merchant
compromises the supply chain integrity.
Lack of effort in market development.

Lack of drive to sell oversupplied grades.

The sales function is essentially driven by wash/packers.

Wash packers are essentially order takers.

They have little financial incentive to proactively sell or
market produce, particularly produce in oversupply.

The ability of a wash/packer to also act as a merchant
compromises the integrity of the system.

Wash packers can artificially downgrade the pack-out and
hence lower their effective buying power, then sell at full
price, inflating their margin.

There is little financial incentive for wash/packers to
proactively sell oversupplied grades.

Wash packers are slow to respond to changing market needs
and opportunities, e.g. farmers markets and dry brush.

Wash packers don't enthusiastically support new varieties
because it compromises line efficiency, adds to costs and they
are often difficult to move.

As a consequence, growers commonly have difficulty in
placing gourmet or new varieties.
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Market research and
intelligence

Marketing strategy

Execution of
marketing functions

Funding

A . 0

Market research and intelligence is limited.

The only significant piece of research in the last five years is a
quantitative Curtin University Shopper Exit Survey (2007) were
consumers exiting stores were surveyed.

Industry lacks a detailed 'usage and attitude' study which is
needed at least every five years.
Best practice in food products is (as a minimum) quality data on:

Volumes
Value
Market share by variety /brand
Retail pricing

As a generic marketing strategy, the direction appears to be
plausible.

The fit-for-purpose message is not specific enough.

The emphasis on POS benefits IGA and independents.

The critical question is whether there is enough overall
emphasis on marketing promotion.
The process for marketing of excess stock is not adequately
developed.
In-store sampling is highly effective but high cost.

Insufficient marketing support for new varieties.

WPL marketing team appears to be effective relative to the
restrictions in which they operate and the budget.
The quality of the creative message is often a reflection of
budget good advertising agencies are expensive.

Western potatoes budget $850,000.

All market analysis is funded by growers. Other activities are
funded from other sources. 80% 90% funded by growers.

Annual contract.
The WA potato industry does not take full advantage of this
grower funded marketing mechanism to drives sales. Such a
system would be the envy of many other agrifood industries.
Investment is inadequate relative to the potential to grow
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category value.

Brands

- 0 . 0

At present, variety based brands account for a minuscule
percentage of sales.

Brand based marketing activities build category growth by:

Creating product with a point of difference.
Building relationships with consumers.
Providing an incentive for brand owners to invest in marketing
activities.
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Section 7 I Future Scan

In making recommendations regarding reforms to the
WA ware potato value chain for the future, it is
important to anticipate what might be some of the
fundamental environmental or external factors that are
likely to impact on the WA ware potato industry over
the next five or so years.

The purpose of this section is to identify and discuss the
key influences and anticipate how they are likely to
impact on the industry.

7.1 Demographic shift

Population growth

The WA population is forecast to grow to 2.5 million by
2021. If per capita consumption levels of ware potatoes
can be held, at current rates this would produce an extra
10,000 tonne demand for ware potatoes.

Impact: WA's population growth will be accompanied by

increased demand for ware potatoes.

Population shifts

WA has one of the youngest populations of Australia;
however, the population will age with a significant
growth in people aged 60+. Around half of WA's
population growth will come from migration,
particularly from Asian and North African regions.
Both these ethnic shifts are likely to put downward
pressure on per capita demand because of their cultural
preference for carbohydrate sources other than potato.

Impact: WA's increasing ethnic diversity will potentially

affect per capita demand for potatoes.
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Household structure

There is a continuing growth of one and two person
households which drives demand for convenience
meals.

Impact: There will be increased demand for fresh-cut and
processed potato products rather than ware potatoes.

Intergenerational differences

There are distinct differences in the behaviours and
values across generations in Australian society. In
particular, the eating patterns vary greatly. Young
singles and young families have a broader meal
repertoire than older Australians and are likely to rotate
meals with pasta, noodles, rice and sweet potatoes being
more often substituted for potatoes.

Impact: Eating patterns vary greatly across the generations,
with demand for fresh potatoes lacking amongst the next
generations of food shoppers.

The economy

The future of the Australian economy over the next
five years is generally positive although with a high
degree of uncertainty.

Although the Australian economy was largely
spared from the GFC, uncertainty and consumer
conservatism and lack of confidence is slowing
down retail sales and the housing market.

RBA predict GDP to grow at 3.75% over the next
three years.

There is a degree of uncertainty ahead in a number
of areas including:

Potential interest rate rises.

Inflationary pressure.

The continuation of the commodity boom.
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The state of the troubled economies in Europe, Greece,

Ireland, Spain and Portugal.

The timing and speed of the recovery of the US

economy.

The state of the economy significantly impacts on
the profitability of businesses. In particular, interest
rates significantly add to business costs because of
relatively high debt levels which are typical in the
agrifood sector.

The employment levels are expected to stay high,
particularly in WA, because of the mining boom.
This impacts on labour availability and drives up
wage rates.

The introduction of a carbon tax will add to cost.

The looming threat for the agrifood sector is on
rising input costs including diesel and energy costs
which are likely to be impacted by a carbon tax.
Water cost is also impacted by energy costs due to
pumping (see below on water).

The mining industry is heavily dependent on the
continued rapid growth in the economy.

Impact: Because potatoes have low-income elasticity, demand

is not sensitive to the state of the economy.

Climate change

Notwithstanding the controversy, climate change poses
a major threat to agrifood supply chains. Scientists
predict the following impacts:

Reduced and more erratic rainfalls, including more
frequent drought and flood events.

Hotter average temperatures, including a significant
increase in days over 30°C.

Extreme weather events, including windstorms and
floods.

More frequent and intense bushfires.
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Changed migration patterns of pest and disease.

o Climate change will increase the risk levels
associated with potato production and research in
increased volatility of yield and quality.

Insurance costs will rise and many agricultural
situations will not be insurable.

Impact: These factors pose a significant threat to the reliability
of supply of potatoes. In particular, this will make geographic
spread of DME more critical as a risk mitigation strategy.

Carbon tax

Impact: The introduction of a carbon tax will add to business
costs, particularly fuel and energy and impact industries that
are high pollution generators.

Water

o Along with climate change, water availability,
reliability and cost poses great threat to the agrifood
sector.

The water table is dropping (which is increasing
pumping costs) and water quality is deteriorating
with rising salt readings.

Impact: Volumetric limitations and increased cost will
significantly affect the WA ware potato sector at both grower
and processor level.

Food security and commodity inflation

o Food security has now come onto the radar of
politicians and bureaucrats. Concerns around food
security include:

Shortages due to the impact of climate change.

Food shortages due to the inability of supply to keep up
with demand in the face of reduced areas of agriculture

land, water shortages, together with the impact of
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climate change and declining rates of productivity
gains.

Acts of terrorism on agrifood supply chains.

There is rapid growth in global demand for food,
particularly from the expanding middle class in China,
Indonesia, Vietnam and other developing countries.

This is now being manifested in global food
commodity pricing.

Impact: In response to the above, it is likely that potato prices
will need to rise to prevent a shift out of ware potato
production into more profitable alternatives. Furthermore, it
is inevitable, especially in the wake of the recent e-coli

outbreak in Europe, that compulsory traceability will be
enforced in agrifood supply chains.

Retail trends

Coles and Woolworths' dominance of the supermarket
sector gives them immense oligopoly (buying) power
which is being reflected in reduced returns along the
supply chain.

This has been exacerbated by the intense price wars
over the past 12 months.

Despite the dominance of the "big two", other retail
outlets have enjoyed strong growth albeit in a
minority position. These include:

Central and farmers markets.

Gourmet food specialists.

The independent supermarket sector.

Online marketing.

These emerging retail outlets require a totally different
supply chain outside of the mainstream supermarket
supply chain.
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The supermarket sector is strongly focused on building
private label programs. This is putting pressure on
proprietary brands and, in the categories in which
private label is prominent, is devaluing the category.

Increasingly in the fresh food department,
supermarkets are developing exclusive brands linked to
PBR varieties.

Online marketing is now becoming significant in food
with the emergence of new players focusing on the
fresh food area.

It is predicted that by 2013, 4% of food in Australia will
be purchased online.

Impact: Retailers will retain market power, making the
trading environment even more challenging.

Food service trends

PMC will need to cater to the needs of the emerging
market channels and therefore needs to understand
changing consumer habits and the shift to away-from-
home food consumption.

The food service sector (which covers food consumed
away from home) accounts for roughly 35% of the food
industry in value terms and is growing faster than retail.

It comprises the commercial sector (restaurants, pubs,
clubs, airlines, etc) and the institutional sector
(hospitals, schools, mining camps, etc.).

A large (but unknown) proportion of potatoes
consumed in the food service sector are value-added
(peeled, sliced, diced, etc). The value-added sector is
growing more rapidly than the ware potato category
because of the desire by food service businesses to
reduce on-plate costs by cutting back labour
requirements. The food service sector now speak of the
'knife-less' and 'chef-less' kitchens whereby heat and
serve foods are increasingly replacing food cooked
from scratch.
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At present, these value-added potatoes purchased
by the food service sector are outside of PMC's
regulation, being classified as contract potatoes.

Impact: The value-added (contract) market will continue to

grow at the expense of ware potatoes.

Technology

The most significant technology of our time is the
rapid advancement of IT.

The internet has revolutionised the way business is
conducted and, through the rapid and seamless
transfer of information, has driven globalisation.

The roll-out of the NBN promises to take this to the
next level and particularly enhance the connectivity of
rural Australia.

Mobile phones are also moving to the next level with
the roll-out of the 4G network which will support
greater functionality.

Increasingly retailers and food service operators are
adopting automated reordering systems and expect
their suppliers to have capable IT platforms.

a Smart phone apps can be used in such diverse areas as
controlling on-farm irrigation systems to monitoring
the integrity of cool supply chains or ordering
products.

a The internet and mobile phones are also becoming
powerful marketing tools and increasingly consumers
use these to shop online, get recipes or procure
information.

The ware potato sector has not embraced these
technologies to the extent that it could. In particular,
IT can be applied to improve the integrity of
compliance and streamline the administrative
functions. There is no reason why the PMC
compliance system should not be totally paperless.
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o Another technology which is increasingly being used
in agriculture is GPS farming systems which reduce
the impact of soil compaction and can be used to
control the application of fertiliser and chemicals.

Impact: The PMC must keep ahead of developments in new
technology and their implications. Technology has great
potential for educating consumers and retailers about potato
merchandising, storage, fit-fore-purpose and recipes.

7.2 Summary of implications for the WA ware sector

In summary, the future scan suggests a scenario for the
WA ware potato industry that is defined by the
following characteristics:

1. A growing demand for ware potatoes due to
population growth but offset to some extent by
declining per capita consumption due to a shift
towards alternative carbohydrate foods.

2. A continued shift to processed and fresh-cut potatoes
(contract grown) at the expense of ware potatoes.

3. Demand from the food service sector will continue to
grow. Increasingly, this will drive demand for fresh-
cut and other value-added product.

4. Global commodity prices will experience a long-term
inflation trend due to rising demand and a declining
food production base.

5. It will be necessary to maintain a critical mass of
growers with a wide geographic spread to mitigate
against the impacts of climate change which will
adversely impact on production. Extreme weather
events will produce increased volatility in
production and quality and disease risk will grow.
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6. Water will become more expensive due to changes in
the way it is costed. At the same time, there will be
increased competition for a limited water resource
meaning that potatoes will need to compete against
other high value water enterprises.

7. The combination of the direct impact of climate
change and its mitigation will increase cost of
production. In particular, there will be increased
costs in diesel / petrol, fertiliser and chemicals,
energy, insurance and water.

8. The ware potato industry needs to embrace
emerging technologies with application throughout
the entire value chain.

9. Increased cost of compliance, in order to adhere to
various quality assurance systems.
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Section 8 I Aciieving a best practice
value chain for WA ware potatoes

This section puts forward recommendations to the PMC
board for improving the performance of the WA ware potato
value chain within the boundaries of a regulated system.

In developing these suggested reforms, we have drawn
heavily on our learnings from the SA potato industry as well
as our extensive work in other agrifood value chains.

The first part of this section examines reforms across the
value chain, whilst the second section examines reforms
within the specific links.

8.1 Overarching principles

1. The most effective value chains in agrifood are market
driven, whereby each link in the supply chain receives
timely and accurate market signals. Success is then driven
by the effectiveness of responding to these signals.

2. Following on from the above, to the extent possible
within the restrictions of the Act, the WA ware potato
value chain should emulate or mimic a free market.
Inherent in this is introducing more competition within
the wash/packers sector. As a general principle, the
introduction of more competition will drive greater
market responsiveness.

3. Effective value chains are demand driven, starting with
the end consumer with market signals working
backwards down the value chain. The focus should be on
continually monitoring consumers / customer
requirements in terms of quality, timing, quantity,
varieties, form, etc. and delivering to these expectations.
In contrast, currently the WA ware value chain is 'supply
driven' with a focus on producing potatoes and then
selling them.
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4. Most agrifood value chains for perishable products
maximise sales of all usable harvest by marketing all
grades of product for their best purpose i.e. first
grade for fresh consumption and seconds for
processing (e.g. premium apples into cartons, smalls
into school lunch packs and seconds into juice).

5. Contemporary value chains achieve their quality
integrity through integrated, whole-of-supply chain
HACCP protocols which are assembled through
interconnecting and enhancing existing systems,
rather than creating a new system which causes
duplication and adds to compliance costs.

6. Best practise supply and demand management is
responsive to over supply situations by driving
promotional activity to move gluts of particular
sizes/grades when they occur.

7. Best practise marketing entails understanding the
customers as well the end user segments and
developing strategies to increase consumption and
grow category value. Value growth is created by
product development that meets the specific needs of
all segments.

8. Best practice value chains are based on the latest and
best technology at every link in the value chain.

9. Integrity, confidence and transparency with respect
to the system is essential.

10. Segregation, identification and traceability for all
products is mandatory through all links in the value
chain.
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Section 9 Whole of supply chain
reforms

Reform 1: Introduction of a voluntary protocol
integrity system.

The central reform put forward for consideration is the
introduction of a brand-based product integrity and
quality accreditation system. The key elements of the
proposed system are as follows:

1. For the purposes of reporting, we have given the
scheme the working name "WPQA scheme"
(Western Potatoes Quality Assurance scheme). A
more appropriate and trademark protective name
with a brand and logo design would need to be
created if this suggested reform is adopted.

2. Participation in the system for existing operators
would be voluntary. However, new entrants,
including growers, wash/packers and merchants,
would be required to be accredited as a condition of
their licence. This requirement would also be
applied to the issuing of DME to new growers or
grower entities. It is desirable that at least one of the
existing wash/packers enters into the scheme from
the outset. Critical to the success of the program
would be the participation of at least one of the
major supermarkets, preferably two.

3. Only products that conform at every level of the
supply chain could be sold at retail outlets carrying
the quality brand.

4. The system would be based around a whole-of-
supply chain HACCP scheme created by
interconnecting existing quality schemes (this is
detailed later in the report).
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5. The integrity of the system would be based on third
party audits including random spot audits at the
licencee's cost and by a private accreditation
company of their choice.

6. The ability to protect the compliance of the system
will come from the registration of a brand trademark.
All products, at every level of the supply chain,
would be required to be labelled with this brand.

7. Participants would sign a licensing agreement to use
the brand under prescribed conditions.

8. The brand architecture will be important. The brand
will effectively be an endorsement brand similar to
brands such as the Heart Foundation "tick",
Woo lmark, Intel, etc. There is the potential to build
in other endorsement elements such as 'Buy West,
Eat Best'.

9. Misuse of the trademark would trigger a licence
violation. After a warning, licencees misusing the
brand will lose their licence and / or be sued for
damages under trademark law.

10. At least in the first instance, the brand would be
heavily promoted to consumers to provide a 'pull
through' sales effect.

11. In order to support the administration and legal
structure, a wholly owned company limited by
guarantee would be established to own the
trademark and administer the scheme. The
ownership and control of this company requires
careful consideration.

9.1 HACCP Outline

The following chart outlines and maps out the broad
structure of the accreditation system.
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Rationale

The integrity of the supply chain, in particular, the pack-
out (and growers' confidence in it), is fundamental to the
effective operation of the scheme. The current system,
based on compliance and enforcement under the
provision of the Act, has been unsuccessful. Attempts to
tighten the enforcement have largely failed. Furthermore,
it is difficult to see what measures could be taken to
ensure compliance under the inspection, penalty system.

Enforcement through trademark protocols under a
voluntary scheme would totally change this dynamic.
Participation in the scheme would be driven by a
commercial incentive rather than the threat of penalties.
Making participation in the scheme voluntary will
largely depoliticise the situation.

Under the third party audit system, the onus is on the
licencee to demonstrate compliance rather than the other
way around. Participation of the two major retailers in
the scheme would mean that over time the bulk of the
DME would be covered by the scheme. The wash/
packers could not afford to not be accredited because it
would block them out of 80% of the volume.

Conversely, the failure to involve at least one of the
major supermarkets in the scheme would threaten the
viability of the system. Therefore, the 'selling in' of the
concept will be critical.
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Reform 2: The issue of special category wash/packer
licences

It is suggested that PMC issue a new special class of
wash/pack licencer: A grower/wash/ packer / brusher
licence. The new licences would be based on the
following guidelines:

1. The new entrant would be required to be accredited
in the WPQA licensing scheme.

2. The new licencees would be eligible to pack their
own product as well as for others in their region.

3. Licensees would be responsible for marketing their
own produce.

4. A provision of the special licence is the requirement
to dispose of all of their product or unmarketable
grades with no recourse to the PMC system for
surplus stock.

5. The special category licensors would be free to sell
through farmers markets and other niche channels.

Rationale

Adding new wash/packer licencees will add another
level of competition which will provide an incentive for
existing wash/packers to improve their performance.

There are many benefits in having potatoes washed and
packed close to where they are grown. These include
improved quality and cost savings from not having to
transport rejects and harvest waste for long distances.

There are many DME holders who are washing and
packing carrots and onions and, with a small additional
investment, could also handle potatoes.
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Grower/wash/packers will be better positioned to
supply the non-supermarket channel in much the same
way that the South Australian market is supplied by
niche growers.

Making the licence conditional upon a WPQA
accreditation will give those new wash / packers a
competitive advantage as well as increase the
participation level in the scheme.

The requirement that the new licencee dispose of all of
their crop without recourse to the PMC motivates them
to be proactive in finding markets for secondary grades.
The new licencees are also intended to fill the supply
void in farmers markets and specialty retail outlets
which are not being served by current wash/packers.

The authors acknowledge that the addition of new wash
packer licences will further acerbate the over capacity in
the wash packer segment which reduces efficiency. In
our view, this disadvantage can be justified by
contributing greater competition to the wash packer
sector and provide better service to the non-supermarket
channels. The other point is that it is likely that some of
the new licencees will utilise modified existing
equipment used for carrots and other products which
will reduce the investment required.
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Reform 3: The introduction of a demand
management process

In order to make the system more demand focused, it is
recommended that a structured demand management
process be introduced.

Most food companies have now moved to an S&OP
process (Sales & Operational Planning) where there is a
seamless connection between demand and supply
management. In a packaged food company the process
involves forming cross-functional teams with staff from
production, sales, operations and marketing
departments. The team meets regularly, develops and
signs off on a demand schedule which is then locked
into the production plan. Obviously a totally different
process would be required for WA ware potatoes.

It is suggested that an S&OP consulting specialist be
commissioned to develop the demand planning process
(for example, Oliver Wight). It probably would involve
a formal system whereby wash packers, supermarkets
and major retailers would be asked to send monthly
demand schedules outlining sales, budgets, promotions,
programs, etc. This would be broken down by variety,
form, pack type, etc. In the case of wash packers, they
would be required to supply their sales records on a
weekly basis as a condition of their licence. A more
sophisticated demand forecasting model would be
developed. The wash/packers would also need to be
involved in the process. A critical element in this
process will be the input of comprehensive, timely and
accurate market intelligence.
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Rationale

In the present form, the PMC system is essentially
supply-driven. Essentially it allocates DME based on
crude forecasts of demand without any meaningful
consultation with retailers. The major supermarkets are
frustrated that they are never consulted in regard to
their likely demand.

Commonly there are complaints about availability of
grades and shortages of gourmet varieties. At the same
time, surplus goods are dumped or sold at low values
which reduces the value of the pools. Furthermore,
there doesn't appear to be a formal process to respond to
increased demand during promotional periods. The
process of predicting demand for specialty varieties is
completely unsophisticated with shortages being a
common result. Likewise, if PMC knows in advance that
there is going to be a surplus of a particular category or
grade, the marketing team should be in the position to
respond with sales promotional events to move excess
stock.

The investment in the demand management process will
be overwhelmingly justified by the improvement in pool
values and the expansion in DME driven by best
servicing of consumer demand.
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Reform 4: Restructuring pools

It is recommended that PMC reduce the number of
pools down to four pools, the length of which will be
determined based on research. It is also proposed to
introduce a more flexible system of pricing to provide
adequate returns to growers who produce in the
difficult months, acknowledging the impact of climate
change on some growing areas..

Rationale

The current system of several pools results in
inefficiencies on-farm as well as unnecessarily adding to
management and administrative complexity.

Producers are forced to harvest at less than optimum
times and in short production runs to meet their
requirements under the pool.
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Reform 5: Reform of DME allocation

It is recommended that reforms be made in regard to the
allocation of DME. Under the proposal, over time, the
system would move to one whereby DME was allocated
by variety categories, (i.e. white, blue and red) in
tonnage rather than each colour being of a set
percentage of the total DME. There would need to be a
transitioning period as an abrupt change would be
highly disruptive.

In the first instance, any new DME would be allocated
by pool and delivery intent on a variety specific basis so
that growers with the skill and conditions to grow that
variety can specialise in it and achieve some scale.

A second and critical element of the reform is to create a
transparent trading market for DME. This would
require the establishment of a web-based trading
platform whereby DME could be traded openly. There
would need to be two categories of trade: trading of a
one-year lease and permanent transfer.

This would work along the lines of web-based trading
platforms such as eBay whereby bids are made with the
ability for the vendor to place a reserve price and
impose other conditions on the sale.

Alongside the trading platform, there would need to be
an officially sanctioned clearing house which would
process and formalise the sale with the validation of the
PMC. A commission would be charged which would
fund the service. The trading service, which is legally
empowered (as per a water trader), would transfer title.
This function could be outsourced. Western Potatoes
Limited is the logical body to run this service, although
other alternatives include Elders and Landmark or water
traders Matti la & Associates. A valid auction licence
would need to be held.
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Rationale

The current 70/15/10/5 variety allocation is leading to
inefficiencies whereby growers are forced to meet the
quota required even though their land or DME pool may
not be suitable for growing certain varieties.

Furthermore, often the areas for some varieties are very
small leading to chronic inefficiencies. At the same time,
there need to be greater incentives to respond to
consumer demand for gourmet and specialty varieties.

Allocating a new DME that is specific to a category will
provide an incentive to grow those new varieties. This
will allow for the further development of PBR-protected
varieties. If value added (contract) potatoes are
included into DME (see Reform 7) will provide
additional DME which could be reallocated to new
variety specific categories.

An open and transparent market will ensure the more
efficient allocation of DME by variety (or colour). Over
time, the variety mix will be allocated to the most
efficient growing area and to growers who perform well
with it. Market prices would naturally evolve which
would reflect the relative appeal of the various
categories of DME. If, for example, growing the
gourmet varieties has less appeal (say because it is a
difficult variety to grow), this would be reflected in a
lower DME price which would be an incentive for
growers to attempt new varieties.

A DME market will also facilitate structural adjustment
whereby smaller and less efficient growers may move
into specialising in niche varieties.
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Reform 6: Redraft the grading standards

It is recommended that the potato grading standards be
reviewed to reflect contemporary demand, usage and
consumer/ customer expectations.

This review will require a research process to determine
what is the optimal grade configuration. It is proposed
that a consultancy be commissioned to undertake this
work. Without attempting to pre-empt the research
outcomes, it seems to be logical to introduce a premium
grade for small potatoes for which there is a strong and
growing demand. Similarly, it would make sense to
introduce a grade specific for fresh-cut (value-adding
product) and food service use where blemishes are not a
blocker to sale.

Rationale:

Over time, the major supermarkets have lifted their
grades making them significantly different from the
PMC grade standard Class 1 grade. Given that the
supermarkets account for the vast majority of sales
of ware potatoes, it would make sense to align the
PMC standard with the supermarket standards.

Under the present grading system, potatoes that are
perfectly acceptable for certain uses are
unnecessarily downgraded and devalued, e.g. small
potatoes or blemished potatoes. There is a
significant and growing demand for premium grade
small potatoes. Opportunities exist to market these
cocktail and chat types better, e.g. microwavable
packs.
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Reform 7: Introducing value-added potatoes into the
pool

It is recommended that potatoes that are destined for
fresh-cuts or value-adding (including uncooked, peeled,
diced, fresh-cut chips and salad potatoes) be included
under the total DME tonnage.

Potatoes for crisping or processing, e.g. French fries, etc.,
would be left out of the DME as these are easily
distinguishable from ware potatoes because they are
totally different varieties.

Rationale

The current situation whereby 'contract' potatoes for
fresh-cuts and value-adding are exempted from DME is
compromising the integrity of the whole system, leading
to unfair practices and resulting in unnecessary wastage.
Under the present system there is no rigorous way of
preventing these potatoes from entering the ware
system. Trading them within the DME would remove
the leakage and give the grower a full return on the
Class 1 potatoes currently sold as 'contract'. No other
suggestion put forward by the industry to address this
damaging issue would be practical or enforceable, e.g.
traceable bins or 24 hour inspectors.

The fresh-cut, value-adding sector provides an opportunity to
sell much of the second grade produce at a higher return to
the pool. For example, superficial stains and blemishes are
totally acceptable to the peeling and value-adding customer.
Similarly, the value-adders have far more flexibility to use
potatoes out of storage which provides an outlet for surplus
potatoes. In fact, it is felt that older potatoes peel with better
results.
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The issue is that these value-adding potatoes are usually
the same varieties as ware (Nadine); in many instances,
they are grown in the same paddock, on the same farm
and delivered in the same truck; yet the grower is paid a
lower price for them. Therefore, when wash/packers
substitute or mix the batches, the grower is
disadvantaged. The wash/packer is disadvantaged
when he has to sell Class 1 potatoes for peeling, at the
same time bagging inferior quality potatoes for the ware
market. To those in the industry from interstate, this
situation is absurd and wasteful.

The fresh-cut, value-adding market is the fastest-
growing market in the potato category. As such, it
provides an industry development opportunity.

Including value-added potatoes in the total DME would
enable the collection of levies on a wider market,
thereby increasing the marketing budget in order to
promote the growing category.

R&D funds to improve processing treatments and
packaging technology would also provide a vehicle to
develop the large and growing food service sector.
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The following reforms relate to: Wash/packer

Essentially the recommended reforms for the
wash/packer sector have been covered under the
previous section which discusses reforms that impact
the whole supply chain.

The wash/packer central reform proposed is the
introduction of a voluntary brand based licensing and
accreditation system as described already in this report.

A further reform, which is put forward more as an
option rather than a recommendation, is implementing a
fee-for-service contract wash/packing model detailed as
follows.
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Reform 8: Improvement with compliance reporting
requirements of wash/packers.

It is proposed that the compliance and reporting
requirement of the wash packer sector be tightened up.
In particular, the following reforms are recommended:

1. The compulsory installation of online, real time
monitoring and reporting system with a live feed
into a monitoring station in the PMC.

2. The introduction of a core temperature
monitoring and compliance requirements of
receivals and dispatches.

3. The phased in introduction of external and
internal NIR blemish sorting equipment.

4. The introduction of a spot check audit process.

5. Enforcement of the requirements for weekly sales
reporting.
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Rationale

The doubtful integrity, transparency and confidence in
the wash packer sector is the greatest weakness of the
regulated system.

Under the current system, wash packers can manipulate
the system to their commercial advantage in ways which
have been outlined earlier in this report. The technology
exists which can provide comprehensive monitoring of
the packout.

Furthermore, NIR internal and external blemish sorting
equipments exists which would greatly improve potato
quality and consistency. Core temperature monitoring
will further improve quality and pack out levels.

A case could be made for PMC to subsidize the
investment in this equipment on the basis of improved
quality and the improvement in pack and integrity and
industry confidence in the system.

The inclusion of value added (contract) potatoes into
DME will eliminate the issue of leakage. In the event
that this reform is not actioned, it may also be necessary
to investigate the introduction of RFID (Radio
Frequency Identification) technology for tracking and
quarantining DME from contract and export potatoes
through the wash packer system.

The technology is now relatively inexpensive and will
greatly improve the integrity and accountability of the
system.
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The following reforms relate to: On-Farm

Again, the major reform at the farm level revolves
around the WPQA scheme. Over and above the WPQA,
a number of other on-farm reforms are recommended.

Reform 9: Tightening of on-farm standards

This reform would involve an extension of the Fresh
Care scheme to include:

Use of certified seed G4 or younger (see reform
12).

Core temperature monitoring.

Compliance with core temperature minimum
standard for delivery.

Although participation in the WPQA would be
voluntary, it is envisaged that this accreditation would
be a condition of supply to the major supermarkets.
Furthermore, it is recommended that accreditation be a
condition of new DME allocation. This reform is still
highly desirable even if the WPQA reform is not
implemented.

Rationale:

Improvements in seed quality have proven in SA to
be the major contributor to improved pack-out yield.

Core temperature monitoring and compliance will
greatly improve quality and pack-out rates.

Reducing harvest to pack time lines will improve
quality.

The author acknowledges that compliance will be
difficult. Hopefully growers will soon see the benefits of
these reforms and willingly comply because of its
benefits to their business.
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Reform 10: Expansion benchmarking scheme

It is recommended that the current benchmarking
system be expanded as an industry development tool for
the WA industry. This would cover:

® Yield

® Pack-out

® Production cost:

Fertiliser

Chemicals

Water

Operations

It is suggested that the benchmarking service be
outsourced to an independent accountancy or farm
management practice.

Growers would be required to complete data for each
pool. This data would be processed and benchmarked
against a hierarchical chart of producers which
anonymously reports on the performance of every
producer and their ranking relative to their peers.

Producers would be given individual explanatory
reports which highlight their own position in relation to
the total and on each indicative measure.

Rationale:

Benchmarking has proven to be a highly effective
change management tool. It introduces an element of
competitive tension which is a proven driver of
continuous improvement.

It also sends clear signals to producers who consistently
perform in the bottom decile that perhaps they should
consider leaving the industry.
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Benchmarking is also a powerful management tool
which can be used diagnostically to identify problem
growers, problem areas / pools and performance issues.

For PMC, it would provide very useful information to
establish pricing guidelines and to drive improvements
in pack-out.

Although the scheme would be voluntary, PMC would
actively promote the benefits to growers to gain their
enthusiastic participation.
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Reform 11: Tighter management of growers with
consistently poor pack-outs

It is recommended that PMC more rigidly enforce its
recently introduced policy of cancelling DME for
growers who consistently achieve pack-outs below a
minimal threshold level. The benchmarking system,
described above, would provide the tools to administer
this policy. Growers who are in the bottom decile of
their pool in terms of pack-out would be put on notice
that they will lose their DME at a specific time if
performance doesn't meet the required minimum
threshold.

Growers who lose their DME would be able to sell it on
the newly established trading market. Safety measures
would need to be built in to protect growers against
adverse seasonal conditions or other exceptional
circumstances.

Rationale:

The economics of the WA ware potato sector and
returns to growers are heavily linked to the pack-out
rates. Pack-out levels have remained static for many
years despite the substantial escalation in quality
standards by supermarkets. At the same time in South
Australia, pack-out levels have significantly improved
over the past decade, largely driven by improved seed
quality and genetics.

Under the current pooling system, growers with
consistently low pack-out penalise returns to
progressive growers who are focused on continuous
improvement. This is starting to create considerable
tension.
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Reform 12: Introduction of minimal seed standards

It is recommended that a minimum seed standard be
introduced. This would include:

Certified seed being mandatory.

G4 or younger seed only to be planted.

Maximum tuber size to be dictated.

Use-by-dates being applied.

This level of regulation would be an integral
requirement of the WPQA. The option also exists to
make this a compulsory condition of DME.

It is also recommended that PMC, in conjunction with
PGA and the major seed growers streamline the seed
planning and approval processes to ensure that WA is
not disadvantaged relative to the eastern states.

Rationale:

Seed quality is proven to be one of the most critical
contributors to pack-out yield. At present, many
growers use their own seed, some reportedly using seed
that is GIO and above and often not certified. Not only
do such practices impact yield and pack-out, they
increase the risk of disease.
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Reform 13: Continuous improvement initiative

It is recommended that PMC promote a continuous
improvement initiative to improve on farm
performance. This component of the project could
include:

1. A structured program of on-farm trials to gain a
better understanding of variety performance and
agronomic practices.

2. Retaining a consulting agronomist for the industry to
conduct research and provide an extension service.

3. Initiating a program of grower discussion or support
groups in each area with a paid facilitator.

4. The introduction of a 'young guns' group who could
meet regularly for discussion and who could
participate in organised interstate and overseas
study tours.

5. The reinstatement of the Potato Industry Strategic
Planning Industry Committee.

In the absence of a wider industry association (the PGA
is a grower association) or other development body, this
initiative could be led by WPL. It will need an adequate
funding source. Logically, this could come out of APC
levies. There is also the opportunity for sponsorship,
e.g. from seed, fertiliser and equipment companies.

The Department of Agriculture should be approached to
facilitate and fund the field costs.

Although this function falls outside of PMCs charter, it
does have a vested interest in improvements in on-farm
performance, To this end, it needs to play a coordinator,
chaperoning role. It is important that the APC
investment is directed at activities that are commercially
focused and which improve on-farm procedures, quality
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and pack out levels. There also needs to be more
commercial accountability for APCs investment.

Rationale:

The SA study tour undertaken for this project indicates
that the WA ware potato sector trails behind SA in terms
of marketable yield, quality and almost certainly cost.

The quality and independence of agronomic advice is
questionable in WA. The Australian potato industry has
not kept pace with advances in North America and
Europe. The SA growers have recruited managers from
overseas for this reason. Furthermore, the Department
of Agriculture has pulled back from RD&E, resulting in
an underinvestment in this critical area.

On-farm performance, especially in terms of pack-out
rate, fundamentally affects grower returns as well as
potato quality, thereby justifying further investment in
developing this area.
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The following reform relates to: Transport

Transportation is a critical link in any cool chain for
fresh food and therefore it is essential that transport
costs be included in the WAQA scheme.

Reform 14: Accreditation of ware potato transportation

It is recommended that transport companies be
accredited, as part of the WAQA and ideally as a
requirement of DME. In the latter case, this would mean
that as a condition of holding DME, growers would be
required to use accredited transport contractors.
Because transport does not come under the jurisdiction
of the Act, it would need to be enforced through DME.
This would work by making it a condition of DME that
potatoes must be carried by an accredited carrier.

There are already accreditation schemes specifically
related to the transport industry. At least one of the
major ware potato carriers is HACCP certified.

It is proposed to build upon the transport HACCP
scheme in two important ways:

1. A requirement that potatoes be transported from the
farm to the wash / packer in refrigerated tautliners
where distances mean that core temperature is an
issue.

2. As part of the WAQA certification, that the transport
operations would be required to certify that the
potatoes were below the maximum core temperature
when loaded. This will require sampling in the
prescribed manner.

Because of the capital costs required by transport
operators, the requirement for refrigerated transport
would need to be phased in, say over three years.
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The following reforms relates to: Merchants

Reform 15: Introduction of a new class of merchant
licence

It is recommended that the wash/packer and merchant
functions be more widely separated from the current
situation where there is a seamless link between the
wash / packer and merchant. To achieve this, it is
proposed to introduce a class of merchant only licences to
encourage new entrants to the market and create
competitive tension within the selling function. The new
merchant licence will also allow owners of PBR varieties
to actively market their product.

Under this category of licences, a merchant could buy
potatoes from licenced growers or wash/packers and sell
them.

Rationale:

The seamlessness between wash/packers and merchants
encourages cross subsidy. The current system allows
wash/packers to manipulate the pack-out and control the
sell price and effectively provides an incentive to exploit
the system. In particular, there is a major financial
incentive for wash/packers to fraudulently reduce the
pack-out levels to reduce the buying price. They are then
free to sell at the true pack-out rate delivering an increased
profit and robbing growers of their true returns.

In deregulated value chains, the role of merchant has been
replaced by a category manager who essentially manages
the category for supermarkets. Essentially they are
demand managers who ensure that every store is stocked
with the product it needs in terms of range, volumes,
varieties, quality, pack types, form, etc.

Moraitis and Comit Farms are the most prominent
category management companies, respectively managing
the potato categories for Coles and Woolworths.
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Under the regulated system, this important function of
category manager doesn't really exist. The trend in fresh
food towards growing PBR-based brands requires tight
category management to ensure that the brand value is
leveraged. The potential option of restricting the current
wash/packers from also being a merchant would meet
with great resistance.

The introduction of a special merchant-only licence would
allow the introduction of category managers into the WA
ware value chain.
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The following reforms relate to: Marketing

Reform 16: Restructuring the marketing function

It is essential that PMC become re-engaged in the
marketing process, but falling short of taking the
marketing function back in house.

As has been highlighted previously, marketing is a
critical element of the demand management process. It
is essential that the demand management function be
informed by comprehensive, accurate and timely market
intelligence.

To this end, it is recommended that PMC's contribution
to the marketing budget be ring fenced for the specific
purpose of funding market research and intelligence.
Furthermore, PMC should manage the process itself as
part of the demand management process, albeit with
appropriate outsourcing to specialist consultants.

It is also important that the focus on marketing shifts
from generic promotions to proactive, tactical marketing
to move surplus product and support the introduction
of new varieties. Ideally, this function too should be
managed by PMC but the previous decision to separate
this function out of PMC would be difficult to reverse.

Because of the separation, it is essential that PMC is
engaged in the marketing management process.
Logically, a WPL marketing representative sits on the
demand management committee. Further to this, a
PMC representative needs to be involved in the
planning process of the marketing function.
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Rationale:

Given that the generic promotion strategy does not
appear to be effective in raising consumption levels, the
focus should go to tactical marketing to shift surplus
stock.

Marketing is an integral part of the demand planning
and management process and it is essential that PMC be
actively involved in the planning process.
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Reform 17: Cooperative brand marketing program

It is also recommended that a proportion of the
marketing budget goes to supporting variety-based
brands through a cooperative approach. Under this
proposition, the PMC would set aside a proportion of its
marketing budget to help those with unique breeding to
market their brands. Brand owners, such as category
managers (e.g. Moraitis), PBR owners, retailers and
merchants would be eligible for a marketing subsidy to
support their brand. Tight guidelines would be
established on the eligibility condition of the marketing
subsidy.

Rationale:

Brand-based marketing has been proven to be far more
powerful than generic promotions for category
development. The milk industry is a classic
demonstration of this point. The competitive marketing
activities across milk brands have built category value
by better catering to consumer needs. A marketing
culture has led to the development of milk products that
cater for varying needs of different market segments.
These new 'extra' branded products sell for more than
regular milk. Supermarkets are now including 'extra'
milk products in their private label offering.

Brand owners would have an incentive to develop
brands with unique selling propositions, e.g. low GI,
fitness-for-purpose, unique colours, flavours, etc.
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Reform 18: Increase the marketing levy to 4% of
wholesale value

It is recommended that the marketing levy be increased
to 4% of the wholesale value of sales and that it also
applies to value-added potatoes (under reform 7). This
money would be invested into market research, market
intelligence, advertising and sales promotion of surplus
grades and the cooperative marketing program
described in the last reform. It would also include a
food service channel market development program. It is
further recommended that PMC's 20% contribution to
the marketing budget be quarantined for marketing
intelligence and funding the demand management
process.

Rationale:

The average spend on marketing in the food industry is
5-7% of wholesale sales. The pasta and rice industries,
who are direct competitors to potatoes, spend at this
level.

Provided funds are invested behind an effective strategy
and it is well managed, a well-funded marketing
program will build category value. It will also build
value by selling surplus and second grades at a better
return (e.g. blemished potatoes are perfectly suitable for
peeling for food service, yet at present they are heavily
discounted or dumped). It can also be used to bolster
the Buy West, East Best campaign as a defence against
SA imports.

The current investment of 1.5% of the wholesale value is
inadequate although it is higher than other states and
other fresh food categories.
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Reform 19: Restructuring the Board

It is recommended that the PMC Board be restructured.
As outlined earlier in this report, the ideal skill mix for
the PMC would include personnel with:

1. Potato industry expertise (but not a current grower
who would have a conflict of interest).

2. Experience in the commercial aspect of agrifood
supply chains.

3. Knowledge of consumer marketing (but importantly
not a consumer advocate).

4. Legal and governance expertise.

5. Finance expertise.

6. Independent chair.

7. A CEO in advisory capacity.

It is also recommended that the remuneration package
be increased to be compatible with the commercial non-
executive director rates.

In putting forward this recommendation, we recognise
that this would probably require changes to the Act or
Ministerial advice as the Act is quite specific about the
appointment of grower directors.

Rationale:

The current Board structure makes it difficult to
effectively manage the PMC in accordance with the Act
and regulations. The present structure is essentially
adversarial. The growers and wash pack representative
directors see their roles as representing the interests of
their own constituents rather than the consumer. This is
completely at odds with the first principle of governance
where the directors are there to act in the best interests
of shareholders which, in this case, is the public of WA.
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The core role of directors is to do everything they can to
enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the WA ware
potato value chain in its entirety without fear or favour.
With the present structure, the ability of the two
minority independent directors to ensure sound
governance is seriously compromised.

The appointment of a skill-based Board would overcome
all of these difficulties without compromising the
interests of any of the shareholders.

Commercially competitive remuneration will be critical
to attracting the calibre of directors needed.

Under the present system, the CEO is such in title only.
Effectively, the PMC is being micro-managed by (rather
than directed by) the Board. The CEO is effectively an
administrator, actioning Board instructions rather than
leading. The Board's role is to set strategic and policy
directions and ensure that the PMC is accountable for
delivering these under the requirements of the Act. The
role of the CEO and the executive team is to develop a
plan to deliver to the Board's strategies. Once this plan is
approved, management would be required to report
against its key measures.

It is also highly desirable that all directors go through
the professional company director course offered by
AICD.
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Section 10 I Division of responsibilities

Implicit in the collective reform agenda is some re-
assignment of the allocation of responsibilities across the
various agencies. The following chart (repeated from
earlier in the report) indicates the current alignment of
duties and responsibilities summarising the
recommendations of the IAG report in 2004.

10.1 Current roles and responsibilities

e

Issue licences & DME 1(

Appoint agents .1

Set pricing /.
Conduct compliance )4.

Monitor east markets 1/..

Marketing

Promotion

New product development

Collect funds

Production R&D

Quality management

N4

The central recommendation of the IAG report was the
separation of the marketing and promotional activities
from the regulatory function. Western Potatoes Limited
was awarded the contract to manage the marketing and
promotional activities on behalf of APC.
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The main reason for this decision was to ensure greater
transparency and accountability for the allocation of
funds. In our view, the desire for greater accountability
came at a great cost in terms of effectiveness. For
reasons outlined in the previous section, we believe that
marketing and promotion is a logical part of the demand
management function and as such should stay with the
PMC. The following chart summarises a recommended
structure.

10.2 Proposed roles and responsibilities

Issue licences & DME

Appoint agents

Set pricing

Conduct compliance

Monitor east markets

Demand management

Marketing Sr Promotion

Market intelligence

New product
development
Industry development

Collect funds

Production R&D

Quality management

Capability building

Agri-political advocacy
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Under this recommendation, the marketing and
promotional functions would be brought back into the
PMC. In turn, both PGA and WPL roles would change
to focus on industry development and capability
building, as illustrated above.

In particular, this report highlights the need for
significant on-farm reforms and capability building
which falls outside the jurisdiction and core functions of
the PMC. Currently, many in the industry look to PMC
to fulfill this industry development function even
though strictly speaking it falls outside its charter
(notwithstanding its critical importance to the efficiency
of the value chain).

Logically, the market intelligence marketing function
should be driven by the PMC as part of the supply chain
management function. Essentially, WPL is mostly
owned by the growers (although it has some private
ownership and PMC owns a small share) and it
therefore makes sense for WPL to take responsibility for
on-farm and industry development leaving PGA to be a
lobby group. Under this proposal, WPL would take a
lead role in:

Managing the on-farm benchmarking.

Facilitating the on-farm continuous improvement
initiative.

Implementing field trials and agronomic
development.

Organising grower discussion groups.

Implementing and operating the DME trading function.

Developing a 'young growers' program.

(However, it is essential that the management of the
process and accountability of the funding be tightened
up to ensure that funds are effectively applied to the
commercial issues within the supply chain.)
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o Driving the further development of the WA seed
potato industry (because of its disease-free status,
WA has the potential to have a market advantage in
seed potato).

o WPL would also be free to pursue other commercial
interests such as being an agent for PBR varieties or
the marketing of potato-based products.

o It would also be eligible to apply for one of the
special classes of merchant licences (Reform 3) and
become a trader.
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Section 11 I Conclusion and
Recommendations

Conclusion

The central conclusion of the report is that, in its present
form, the WA ware potato value chain falls far short of
the best practice ideal. Furthermore, the conclusion is
that there is no reason why the WA ware potato
industry cannot make reforms that will bring the sector
into best practice within the regulated system.

In the main, the recommended reforms do not require
changes to the Act. The exception is the
recommendation regarding the restructuring of the
Board. This reform is considered to be an essential
element which would justify making an approach to the
minister to make the necessary changes to the Act. The
second reform will improve the integrity and efficiency
of the value chain and allow ware growers to receive full
value for all their Class 1 potatoes.

A further area that may require clarity under the Act is
the recommendation to bring value-adding contract
potatoes unto the ware DME pools. Again, Ministerial
advice may need to be sought.
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Recommendations

It is recommended that the WAPMC Board seriously
consider the implementation of the recommended
reforms in their entirety.

It is strongly recommended that the WAPMC board
does not fall for the temptation of cherry-picking these
reforms. They have been carefully crafted as a package
with a high level of interdependency across the reforms
in terms of their success. A selective approach to the
recommended reforms will severely compromise the
success of the agenda outlined in the report.
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